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By Mark Heath

Andrews McMeel Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 128 pages. Dimensions:
8.8in. x 8.3in. x 0.4in.Mark Heaths cartoons have a warmth and energetic innocence that just make
you want to smile. -Casey Shaw, USA Weekend Spot the Frog is internationally syndicated to papers
ranging from the Chicago Tribune and Houston Chronicle to Canadas Vancouver Sun and Spains
Trinidad Guardian. Its Hard to Comb a Grass Toupee follows Mark Heaths unlikely cast of cartoon
creations, including amiable amphibian Spot, his grandfatherly two-legged mammal friend Karl,
and Spots bespectacled best friend and fellow frog Buddy. Together these friends explore the
lighter side of life offering readers Zenlike escape and reflection in answering such questions as: Do
frogs prefer boxers or briefs Do snow goats winter in Karls freezer Are turtles so slow that theyre
actually fast And can a grass toupee guarantee happiness Authors web site: www. spotthefrog. net
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet
again in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for
at any time.
-- K r isty Str om a n-- K r isty Str om a n

A whole new eBook with a new standpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i and
dad advised this publication to discover.
-- Mer edith Hoppe-- Mer edith Hoppe
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